LINFAVENIX: improvement of signs and symptoms of chronic venous insufficiency and microangiopathy.
The aim of this independent study was to demonstrate the rapidity of the efficacy of an oral venotropic compound (Linfavenix, including natural elements) in patients with chronic venous insufficiency (CVI). Two groups of patients with chronic venous insufficiency (CVI) ankle swelling) were treated with Linfavenix or with below-knee elastic compression. The average ambulatory venous pressure (AVP) at inclusion (both groups)was 56.2 (range 48-55) with a refilling time (RT) shorter than 10 seconds. These parameters indicated a severe level of venous hypertension. There were no significant differences in AVP and RT between the two groups. The two groups of subjects with CVI were comparable; in the Linfavenix group there were 14 patients (age 44.5; sd 4; range 34-55; 7 females); in the elastic compression group there were 12 patients (45.4;5; range 36-56; 7 females). The clinical picture and microcirculatory parameters at inclusion were comparable. RF was comparable at inclusion in the two groups. At two weeks, the differences in RF (between goups) were not significant (the flux decreased in both groups, indicating improvement) while at 4 weeks the difference was larger (but non significant between the two groups) with a significant decrease in RF in the Linfavenix group. The RAS was also comparable at inclusion. Both groups had a significant decrease at 2 and 4 weeks. The decrease produced by Linfavenix after 4 weeks in RF was larger and significant (p<0.05) in comparison with the elastic compression group. Also the differences observed in ASLS were significant in both groups with an important, significant difference in favour of Linfavenix at 4 weeks (op<0.05) visibile as edema reduction. The decrease in edema was relevant in both groups at 2 (p<0.05) and 4 weeks (p<0.05) with a minimal but significant difference (p<0.05) between the Linfavenix and the elastic compression group. These variations in microcirculatory parameters indicate that the treatment with Linfavenix is, in its microcirculatory efficacy, at least comparable than elastic compression with is considered a standard therapeutic option in these patients. A significant level of improvement was reached with Linfavenix, in most patients (10/14) at 2 weeks for RF, at 7 days for the RAS and also at 2 weeks in almost all patients (13/14) considering ASLS and edema. No side effects due to treatment were observed. Compliance and tolerability were very good (no patient had to stop treatment; there were no drop-outs). In conclusion venous microangiopathy and edema were improved by the treatment with Linfavenix (better in comparison with compression) in a few days.